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Dear Sir/Madam 

Australian Swimmers' Association Incorporated (ASA) application for 
revocation of authorisation A40106 and substitution of new authorisation 
A91260 (the 'ASA's application') - request for further information and 
response to interested party submission 

We refer to your letter dated 13 December 2010 which included a request for 
further information from the ACCC and Swimming Australia Limited's (SAL) 
'interested party' submission in response to the ASA's application. 

This response is in two parts: the first dealing with SAL's submissions in relation to 
the ASA's application; and, the second responding to the ACeC's request for 
further information. 

SAL's interested party submission 

SAL's submission states that it does not make any submissions with regard to the 
ASA's application, other than to assert that it neither supports nor opposes the 
application, but that it regards the application as misconceived. 

SAL contends that the relationship between SAL, ASA and swimmer athletes, who 
are both members of SAL and ASA, is already adequately dealt with under the 
SAL constitution and by-laws. This may well be the case, in as much as the 
relationship exists between those parties. However, the SAL Constitution cannot 
possibly be regarded as sufficient for the purposes of the ASA's continued 
collective representational involvement in its negotiations with SAL on behalf of its 
members with respect to collective bargaining where Australian legislative regime 
has regard to an activity which may have the effect of lessening competition (even 
where it is beneficial). 
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What SAL's submission fails to recognise is that collective bargaining includes the 
ACCC's own explanation of collective bargaining, being: "where two or more 
competitors in an industry come together to negotiate terms and conditions with a 
supplier or customer". Notably, this definition is not restricted to one of an 
employer/employee relationsrlip, as could be inferred by SAL's submission. Both 
collective bargaining and collective boycotts may raise serious concerns under the 
prohibitions in the Trade Practices Act against cartel provisions, anti-competitive 
arrangements (s. 45) and agreements between competitors to limit dealings with a 
particular supplier or customer (s. 4D). 

SAL is the primary source of funding grants to Australia's elite level swimmer 
athletes. The ASA was formed by Australia's elite level swimmer athletes when 
they recognised that individual negotiation with SAL resulted in an imbalance of 
power that would not be possible to redress unless those elite level athletes were 
able to present a united representative body to deal with their interests at that 
level. 

Accordingly. the ASA remains committed to this process and maintains its 
application for revocation and substitution. 

Response to the ACCC's request for further information 

The ACCC has requested that further information be provided by the ASA with 
respect to its application, and in particular to consider the relevant outcomes 
during the current period linked to collective bargaining with regard to the question: 
'what outcomes would not have occurred in the absence of authorisation 
A40106?'. 

The ACCC provided five examples of outcomes linked to collective bargaining by 
the ASA in its application that it would like further information provided. 

We now deal with each of those requests in turn and note that the information 
provided below often goes beyond that sought by the ACCC (we repeat the 
ACCC's examples for ease of reference): 

1. 	 On page 8 of the initial submission provided with its application for 
reauthorisation (the submission), an inference is made that swimmers 
have been able to stay in the sport longer and the success of the 
Australian swimmers at the Beijing Olympics is a result of collective 
bargaining under authorisation A40106? 

At the outset, we confirm the view of the ASA that the success of the Australian 
swimmers at the Beijing Olympics is the result of the incredibly hard work and 
sacrifice that our swimmer athletes engage in throughout their physical and 
psychological preparation for events such as the Beijing Olympics. However, the 
ASA does regard, in part, that the success of the Australian Swimming Team at 
the Beijing Olympics can be put down to the benefits that have been achieved 
from the · collective bargaining carried out by the ASA on behalf of its members, 
with SAL in arriving at anagreed SALSA. 
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Elite swimmers remaining in the sport longer delivers several to 
both developing swimmers to the sport generally: 

Swimmers remaining in sport longer results in swimmers being able to 
develop a broader of life skills, so when they emerge from sport they are 
able to assimilatf.'; more readily into general society. As a group, swimmers are 

. to various educational workshops that build on life skills. It is the 
ongoing provision of these skills (supported, endorsed and delivered by the ASA) 

among other things, to support the underlying interest of the ASA's 
members to position swimming as pre- eminent Olympic sport in Australia. 
Some swimmers are developers. some high profUe swimmers 
young, not all swimmers are able achieve high level results when they are 1 
15 old. Having a system which allows swimmers to in the sport means 

swimmers have a greater chance of reaching their sporting potential - they 
not had leave the sport to earn a living. Swimmers can also on their 

knowledge to younger swimmers who are entering sport, enabling the sport to 
not lose this valuable information and assistance. team that re'presents 
Australia should have a mix of and younger swimmers allowing mentoring 
and sharing of 

Collectively bargaining to individuals that otherwise might not 
have been heard. Over past 4 than 10% of swimmers funded under 
the have also professional management/agent representation. Prior 
to the formation of ASA, the majority of swimmers only had their 
<;IE'H."""C and support to help guide them through the most important 

swimming careers, more often than not involving ongoing contractual 
discussions with organisations and individuals whose interests were not aligned 
with their own, in circumstances where the power imbalance in the relationship put 
those at a clear disadvantage. . 

Had collective bargaining not in place during the last four years, in our view 
only about 10 swimmers would have received funding. The SAL 
management stated on several that their is that sport only 
derives commercial value from the top swimmers. This was made very 
to the negotiation team as part of bargaining for the first If this had 
been allowed to occur, swimming would have being an attractive sport for 
talented athletes as only very swimmers in the sport would be eligible for 
funding and marketing opportunities. Further, the strong domestic competition 
would have diluted significantly as the career pathway for swimmers is eroded in 
the situation where such a small number of swimmers continue support 
through the sport. 

For young talented people, particularly males, with ability in athletics they are able 
to see every weekend during winter the opportunities in professional in 
Australia via football all of which have greater earning potential than 
that of a swimmer. 

In cricket, basketball and A-League soccer also highlight this plight. The 
lure of these sports is that you don't have to a national member to make a 
living, travel world and professionally. 
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For women, outside of netball there are limited opportunities from a professional 
sporting perspective. 

That having been said, it is not necessary to be the best in the world in sports such 
as surf lifesaving, triathlon or golf to earn an equal pay cheque with the same 
opportunities for professional development by way of travel etc. 

Swimmers have continued to express their desire to collectively negotiate because 
of their reasonably held belief that they will be more able to realise their goals and 
objectives through collective action, rather than by bargaining with SAL on an 
individual basis. 

One of the principle aims of the ASA's going forward is to provide the swimmers 
with non-swimming support. These include: 

A. 	 Extended Pathway Program: The aim of the Extended Pathways 
Program is to provide elite swimmers with assisted access to 
tertiary and vocational education, employment and career 
opportunities and extended avenues in personal development. 
Key benefits of the program will include: 

a.· Training : Providing additional training and guidance to 
assist swimmers achieve their goals in and out of the 
pool. 

b. 	 Assistance: Providing assistance into (and during) 
tertiaryl vocational education and employment for elite 
swimmers whose training and travel commitments 
impact the time available to dedicate to these 
endeavours. 

c. 	 Athletes will have a greater opportunity to remain in the 
sport. 

d. 	 Providing swimmers with tangible benefits (beyond 
competition outcomes) from remaining engaged in 
competition swimming and training. This is particularly 
beneficial for mature age swimmers who might have 
reached their peak and might question the benefits of 
remaining in the sport. 

e. 	 Reward: Providing benefits for being a dedicated 
member of the swimming community by providing 
access to programs, opportunities and networks 

B. 	 Extension of current ASA Education Assistance Program; 

C. 	 National Swim Clinic program - the aim here is to hold swim clinics 
where young participants would be taught the basic fundamentals of 
swimming by ASA swimmer members. The intended purpose of these 
clinics is to give young swimmers access to members of the national 
team (once a year in each major centre) in order to further promote the 
sport, inspire young swimmers and teach them some of the ASA's 
members secrets of success. 
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with an 

Along with the swimming would also be ' 
promoting the benefits of a healthy lifestyle and the 
benefits that the sport of swimming can instil in a young person. 

Open Universities Partnership to opportunities for those 
athletes who wish to studies but, 

because of extreme training/competing conditions, are unable to 
participate in traditional University pathway. Benefits include: 

a. reduced fees, 
b. subject allowances, 
c. tutoring access, 
d. 1:1 assessment and 
e. assignment reviews irrespective of swimmers are 

competing globally. 

Skills ready/Apprentice based program 
employers who are keen to assist a minimum 
qualification level. Therefore swimmers are to successfully 

both studies and work experience while continuing to 
perform the elite level. 

initiatives the Australian Sports Commission has noted 
integrated lifestyle are more likely to achieve their sporting 

with stresses such as injury and and have more 
future will hold after sport."! 

Providing to enable this integrated lifestyle to takes many 
forms. benefits incorporated in the SALSA to the ASA's 
participation in ongoing discussions with SAL, is that '-'"......,,, now provides 
swimmers with certainty in their funding. This, in turn, allows plan for 
their future not live a day-to-day existence. However this is just 
one of the the ASA's involvement on behalf of its in the 
SALSA bargaining pro1cess. 

has 
stakeholder and member of the High Performance Committee, the ASA 
at the providing a collective representative in the 

sport including of competitions, post event qualifying 
procedures, allocations, meet selection criteria, anti-doping 
education, illicit and education. Without ASA representation in this 
forum, be made that may adversely affect the swimmers' 
ability to These could include unreasonable event 
qualifying criteria, poor of team travel and accommodation, 
application of anti-doping illicit drug testing procedures. 

Further, the C'''''1Tl1'T'I represented at the State Executive 
which are convened on a quarterly basis has meant the a 
representative voice on concerning marketing, sponsorship, promotions, 
appearances, community involvement, research, junior development 
swimmer inclusion membership. sport governance. 
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procedures and mentoring programs. These meetings are an opportunity each 
Association, the Association and the to review programs, 

discuss and knowledge. 
representation, swimmers would have limit
strategic imperatives. 

Again, 
ed 

without the ASA's collective 
on SAL direction and 

During 2009, Swimming Australia Limited to remove the ASA from this 
Committee, with the Executive Directors However, all SAL 
Stakeholders agreed that it was crucial for .the ASA to retain representation on 
these committees. 

Current Dolphin/Australian Olympic~Representative team swimmers and the 
appointed leadership group are unable to effectively collective as the 
overwhelming majority of their time is spent focused on their own performances 
and in our view as it should As such, swimmers very little 
understanding of other that may be occurring within the sport. It was for 
reasons such as that it was determined by the 120 swimmers who 
the Petition of Support, in March 2001 at the Australian Swimming Championships 

Hobart, for the formation of the Australian Swimmers' Association (the formation 
of the ASA is discussed more fully below page 11). In September 2003 the 
ASA was incorporated. Examples include where swimmers participate in both pool 
and water events how they can be fairly remunerated in the funding 
model. people teams and selections swimmers generally 
forgotten as they transition into life swimming. 

team groupJiaise with SAL Head on a daily and 
this would severely compromise the swimmers through SALSA negotiations. An 
Australian team leadership group is only brought together at event tinie. In 
instances when competing members of the group may 
brought in to issues relate to direct competitors (in individual or for 

positions). This in itself team dynamics. 

Transition, example, can be an extremely difficult in an athlete's life. 
Dealing with these athletes certain skills, resources, time and emotional 
availability. For the leadership group this would heavily impact on their day to day 

and competing requirements. 

current 

It would make the leadership role potentially untenable, if team mates 
began holding them accountable for not to their liking. Through the 

the independence of the ASA amongst 
as by more than 95% current funded swimmers 

continuing to voluntarily remit 10% their funding that has embodied itself in the 
memberships' agreement that the ASA is the appropriate to 
and have them taken seriously by SAL on behalf. 

Swimmers proactively engage with the ASA on concerning their personal 
sponsorships and endorsements, behavioural State institute scholarships, 

management and advice, anti-doping financial legal 
counselling, selection and list goes on. Without the ASA, 
swimmers would most likely reticent to these of issues so readily 
and directly with SAL, for fear of possible recriminations that -could damage their 
careers/aspirations. 
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In order ensure that the being delivered by the ASA to its 
were up to date and relevant, to obtain a understanding 

seeking from their body, asked 
regarding The following are 

were 
provide 

"""".Ion from ASA members: 

• 	 Jmoved away from home to further my swimming career, I have 
had to support myself leaving school. left me with a few 
choices: work a part to pay rent and other living expenses 
to swimming. Then possibly go to university finishing 
swimming career; or work time and go leaving no 
time to concentrate on a swimming career. 

So I put my education on hold to follow a 

getting payments the ASAISAL I was able 

to go to Uni while still swimming. The agreement has definitely 

made a significant difference my life." 


• 	 money is so much it was 5 both for 
nor,ruo on the team and about to crack through. It helped 
me sport for at a few more years. The improved 
funding wasn't even just about the money. Knowing that I would 
receive sound regular payments throughout the 
feeling of legitimacy as a professional athlete. It 
SAL was serious about treating me as one." 

• fiDue to 
double 
swimming. J1 

• 	 tilt has me to pay my and for suits for 
transport to and from training. It also helped to pay for 
swimming away and for nomination fees. The SAUASA 
agreement helped me stay in Uni. Without it I'd wouldn't be 
able to swim or wouldn't be to or both." 

• 	 'The has been a big help for me since I moved from a 
country area to the city for my swimming. Rent, living 
food, etc. Without it I wouldn't have able to survive on my own 
and I wouldn't have gotten any funding." 

• 	 "The SAUASA agreement has me immensely in my come 
back to professional swimming. the amount fairly 
small as I am currently on the payment tier, it has given me 
that extra month to help pay the bills without having to 
work longer which is obviously not conducive to 
and good training. I believe that continued payments will not only 
benefit me, but many others in my and will possibly 
more people in sport for longer. I wish to take this opportunity 
thank the ASA and Swimming Australia their support - I 
not have been to swimming their he/p!" 
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III "The Agreement helped me in many ways: 

Financial independence so I can concentrate on finishing 
high school and afford to get some outside tuition to help me 
as I am from school so much. 

The Agreement means that I can what I would like to 
do without asking for help from mum and dad! 

The ofknowing that the SAL 
acknowledges the importance of swimmers receiving funding 
to enable to do what they j} 

III 	 "The SAUASA has helped me in the sport by 

providing funding to help me pay for petrol get to training and 

also get regular physio and massage It has also a 

help because f can of' get by without to have a job 

outside of swimming which means I can recover better during the 


in between 	 " 

swimmers responses demonstrate that ASA initiatives, included in the 
SALSA,negotlated and achieved on behalf Australia's elite swimmers 

with Swimming Australia has: 

III 	 made it possible for swimmers to: 
o maintain their 
o have a of certainty in their 
o move away from their family homes 

training 
o 	 stay in the than they would and, 
o 	 fund their future (and in doing so avoid the situation 

where swimming burdens their post-sporting career 
ambitions). 

III provided current swimmers with past swimmer mentors; 
III provided both current past swimmers with 

opportunities for and professional via 
ASA negotiated Training course, 
o Assertive &Communication; 
o Influencing & Negotiating; 
o Lead, Manage Teams; 
o 	 Managing 
o 	 As well as Desktop courses including Microsoft 

Outlook, Powerpoint, and Word. 

Unlike 
tertiary !t"'~1'U"\t" 

counterparts, Australian swimmers do not 
system that their athletic 

7-10 pool per week, at 90-1 minutes each in 
length, 5am and 7.30pm it it extremely difficult to undertake any 
form of further qualification or part-time employment. 
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Couple this with extra training (weights, pilates, yoga), recovery sessions (physio, 
massage) med.ical appointments (doctor, psych, nutrition) and travel time for these 
events and time is even more limited. 

By having funding available to them, swimmers are able to continue their 
strenuous training and travel schedule, not primarily required to work and with this, 
time may be available to undertake wither University, TAFElschool or some form 
of professional development. 

Typically this training/travel schedule has precluded development for life post 
. swimming, hence burdening their post swimming ambitions. 

As is evident from the remarks above, swimmers have obtained considerable 
comfort from the SALSA which has arisen as a direct result of SAL's 
demonstration that SAL was/is serious about helping athletes to be a part of the 
continuing future of the sport of swimming. The SALSA is a crucial embodiment of 
the relationship between the Swimming Administration and those swimmers who 
are vital to the continuing presence of swimming as one of the most successful 
sports in Australia's representative international competition history. 

2 . . The objectives of the collective bargaining dialogue are set out on page 
9-10 of the submission. Please provide further explanation about how 
these objectives have been advanced as a result of collective bargaining 
during the current period. For example, what benefit has been realised 
that would not have been realised in the absence of authorisation 
A40106? 

(We use the numbering included in those pages of the ASA's submission being 
item 6(a)-(j) for your ease of reference) 

(a) Swimmers' 	 collective agreement to their current levels of funding has 
ensured that no unreasonable or unsustainable financial demands have 
been placed on the sport to adversely affect its operating budget. Providing 
a strong foundation for the sport promoted a sense of unity and ownership 
of the sport, giving the swimmers true stakeholder status throughout the 
course of those discussions resulting in the SALSA. This in turn 
established an aspirational, unified, cohesive, empowering, framework to up 
and coming swimmers. 

Without the collective voice, swimmers would not feel they adequately 
represented or recognised in the sport. The ASA performs this function, 
which is particularly important in a sport where those swimmers who qualify 
for membership of the ASA come together as a group so infrequently. If the 
ASA was not · able to collectively bargain on behalf of its membership,· 
individual swimmers would have no other option but to spend valuable time 
endeavouring to achieve outcomes similar to those achieved by the ASA, 
which would irrefutably distract them from their ability primary purpose in 
the sport, which is to perform at a world class level. 

(b) Ensuring a positive and strong working relationship is maintained between 
the ASA and SAL is important, as it provides the foundatio,n for both the 
swimmers and the sport's administration to address issues that otherwise 
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may played out in the public domain, in lieu being dealt with on a 
professional 

Through collective involvement in the negotiation swimmers build 
on their understanding and have come to appreciate that they now have a 
recognised voice, which they most likely would not have able to 
achieve as individuals. Without recognised involvement in negotiation 

swimmers may have exploited, victimised, ignored, 
compromised and/or misrepresented. Worse still, they would have in all 
likelihood felt disenfranchised, powerless unaccountable in respect of 
.what is the end of the day, a sport which relies upon them competing and 
obtaining results that furthers interests of the sport. 

(c) Through the 	 of the swimmers now a pathway 
to professionally develop within sport and as a direct are likely to 
remam m sport, rather than consider professional sports. Prior to 
the SALSA swimmers in Australia only received limited funding on a 
performance-based model, with payments occurring on an hoc 
Swimmers now receive a guaranteed monthly income as a result of timed 

allocations. 

Professional development, vocational and educational support and 
networking opportunities have become available through the collective 
bargaining arrangements. programs would in all likelihood not 
been offered to individuals in the sport if not for the insistence the ASA. 

(d) 	 SALSA allows for minimum levels of professional standards across 
payments, behavioural expectations, sponsorship and marketing 
awareness thereby positioning the sport and its swimmers with other 
professional The associate membership with Australian 

Alliance allows the ASA review best practice of the 
professional athlete associations (such as the AFL Association, 
AUstralian Cricketers Association Rugby League Players' Association) 
and to the best models for sport. 

Looking to the future, it is an objective of the ASA that higher levels of 
professionalism will continue to be achieved by in that they 
are able to concentrate on improving their sports performance rather than 
on a part time job needed to pay the rent. Increased professionalism will 

allow swimmers to select where they train and who their coach is, 
rather having coached by someone near parental home. 

by swimmers in when and where they swim and by 
whom they are coached is paramount in getting optimal performance. 

is the only stakeholder in sport dedicated to the promotion 
advancement of swimmers' interests, while seeking to continuing to 
nurture sport of swimming in Australia. 

(e) The SALSA provides for a greater number of swimmers to be funded that 
just national team. Essentially. it provides the national team plus 
that same number of swimmers to funded. reality puts 
pressure on elite . level Australian swimmers to maintain their form, in that 
they are only too aware that are always other swimmers who are 
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pushing for their place in those teams. It also allows younger swimmers 
who are striving to attain performances on par with, in many cases, their 
heroes, to receive funding which provides a much needed incentive to such 
swimmers to persevere and ultimately stay in the sport, when in reality it 
may take a number of years before their full potential is reached. 

In agreeing to inclusions sought by the ASA, SAL demonstrated to the 
swimmers its concern as to their wellbeing and its willingness and 
preparedness to support them as they struggle, train and prepare for 
competition in which they endeavour to uphold and improve upon our 
nation's great swimming reputation. 

SAL management appears to have adopted the view that the sport only 
derives value from its high profile/top 10 swimmers. If not for the SALSA, 
the talent pool would be reduced locally, therefore affecting domestic and 
international swim meet results. 

The ASA was previously known as the "Swimmers' Commission" - a group 
of current and former swimmers who met on a semi regular basis to discuss 
the needs of swimmers and the issues faced by swimmers. Included 
among these issues were such topics as the lack of funding, the ad hoc 
nature of that funding, swimmers leaving the sport, unauthorised use of 
intellectual property and the marketing of the sport. The Swimmers' 
Commission also recognised that swimmers needed a centralised point of 
contact to gain knowledge about team selection processes (especially 
teams which were not selected from a Selection Trials event such as Mare 
Nostrum), ticketing for them and their family, welfare issues such as 
combining sport and study/work, and how to influence policy and decision 
making at SAL (then, Australian Swimming Incorporated). The Swimmers' 
Commission recognised that they could not achieve these things without 
the assistance of a full time General Manager to be the needed focal point 
of the organisation. In March 2001 at the Australian Swimming 
Championships in Hobart, more than 120 swimmers signed a petition of 
support for the formation of the Australian Swimmers' Association. In 
September 2003 the ASA was incorporated. 

Foremost on the list of issues to address was the payment structure of 
swimmers. The swimmers received funding and assistance from numerous 
sources - ASI (now SAL), the Australian Sports Commission, the 
Commonwealth Games Association, the Australian Olympic Committee and 
their own State Institutes/Academies. In reality, what swimmers wanted 
was to know at the start of each year what funding they would receive from 
each source, and when this would arrive. Swimmers were reliant on family 
members (in the main) for assistance and may not have known if they could 
pay their rent for the month - as some months they may receive funding 
from a few sources, and other months they would not receive any. This 
disjointed and uncoordinated approach was very difficult for many 
swimmers - especially those mi.d tier level swimmers and those in lower 
profile events such as open water swimming. The swimmers wanted an 

. agreement with the sport that meant that swimmers were secure (as much 
as they could be) and could plan for their future. 
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The swimmers also wanted to be marketed more by SAL. They wanted 
their images and intellectual property utilised by the sport and for the sport 
to stop relying on the top ten swimmers to market the sport. The swimmers 
were of an age of high level marketing - they had seen the rise and rise of 
the AFL and Rugby and they wanted to be part of it. The swimmers saw 
that a collective voice and a collective use of intellectual property had 
assisted those sports in increasing sponsorship and marketing. This 
resulted in the swimmers at this time particularly focussing on creating a 
'legacy' they could leave the sport, in terms of increased professionalism 
and they were happy to have their images used to achieve this. As such, a 
collective agreement with the sports' governing body, that off~set certainty 
of payment with increased ·use of image and marketing by the swimmers, 
was seen as the best way forward. 

(f) Equality of standards and expectations is maintained through the collective 
bargaining process. Without the SALSA, inconsistent application of rules 
and conditions would seriously undermine team values, trust and the goals 
of the Australian swimming team. 

(g) In total, the . SALSA provides for over 500 swimmer appearances and 
services annually. SAL and the State Swimming Associations are able to 
utilise these appearances as required for their marketing and promotional 
needs. There would be a Significant burden on time, resources and costs if 
each appearance were to be negotiated as required by SAL to service 
existing sponsors, meet community expectations and attract new sponsors 
to the sport. If potential and current sponsors are not provided this level of 
access to the swimmers, revenues will cease to grow. This is well 
recognised by both SAL and the ASA. The 'ASA was concerned to ensure 
that its members were able to satisfy the requirements and needs of both 
the sport and SAL, while being able to balance those requirements with 
their training demands and other responsibilities. 

(h) The SALSA ensures all swimmers commit to the sport utilising both group 
and individual images. When swimmers agree to be funded by the sport, 
they agree to allow their image to be used for marketing (within certain 
parameters) and they agree to undertake a certain number of appearances 
for the sport each year. Swimmers are not paid additional payments each 
year for these activities. Without this, time, resources, obligations and costs 
would exceed budgeted operating levels and SAL would not be able to 
guarantee the availability of swimmers. This would significantly impact 
SAL's ability to attract and service potential sponsors to the lever' required in 
an increasingly competitive and commercially savvy market. Previously, 
SAL negotiated a payment with each swimmer (if they were a high level, 
well known swimmer) to use their image and/or attend a promotional event. 
Swimmers who were also happy to oblige for the betterment of the sport 
were also utilised (although often with a smaller or non~existent payment). 
There are relatively few records of such negotiations as far as the ASA is 
aware: As such, the same core group of swimmers were often used 
meaning those who did not want to undertake appearances or who were 
'difficult' about appearances did relatively few. The burden fell on a small 
group of swimmers. This, in turn, caused issues for the sport, as it did not 
market those 'up and coming' swimmers well. This meant that if a high 
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that time that SAL used the lure 
swimmers 

profile swimmer did not make a team, or was injured and could not swim, 
interest in as a whole declined. The wanted as many 
swimmers as possible to try the sport from the 
general machinations of high level performance. do this, the ASA 
insisted, in for the original SAL that all swimmers 
receiving for appearances that the number of 
appearances swimmers be consistently spoke 
of their desire to the "top ten" only. refused this approach. 
The ASA wanted a of swimmers marketed and wanted the young up 
and coming to have practice in public and event 
appearances, so when they eventually joined the ranks of other elite 
level Australian swimmers, such activities would not daunting and they 
would be able to the sport well. The negotiations with SAL for the 
appearances section of initial agreement were very difficult. Without the 
ASA's continued inclusion in these discussions/negotiations it is doubtful 
whether outcomes as this would likely be achieved. 

(i) 	The SALSA was swimmers who major team 
for that year (for the Olympic Team, Commonwealth Games 
Team, or World Championships team) and then further incentivise those 
swimmers to continue at that level or above it. While an 
incentivised model underpins the desire to more 
competitive, the reward representing your country, as well as monetary 
rewards, as a function of maintaining performance is paramount. Without 
the SALSA delivering this bonus and incentive model, the sport 
ran the risk of adopting and subjective system of 
discussed above, a consistent payment model was vital for 

If the ASA had not insisted on this paymen~ model included in the 

As 

SALSA it is arguable that swimming would not 
continue to be the powerhouse it is for the reasons provided 

U) to the initiative of the 

swimmers to participate inaccess to 

has allowed for SAL to 
funds to reward swimmers SAL events as prize-money. 

Without the SALSA this additional would not be available and 
neither would 

events. 

Previously, the ASA had sought to money, as its payment 
was so subjective and regrettably, history of inconsistent 
honouring of payments and also of It was the view of the 

as a way to get elite 
to participate in may not otherwise have 

a result the ASA to find some middle ground 
pushed for fewer with prize-money, but 

more prize-money at those that did offer prize-money. It 
was the of the ASA that the calendar was previously too full of meets 
with small amounts of prize-money, and it was too hard for the 

swimmers to participate or be at a level to win these events. Now 
is saved up for larger events that can market to television 

upcoming 2011 summer Without intervention of the 
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ASA, it is likely that the former prize-money regimen would still be in place, 
suiting/benefiting neither SAL nor the ASA's members. 

The SALSA now also allows for non-team swimmers to partidpate in SAL 
sanctioned events. Without the ASA's insistence that this right be included 
in the SALSA, eligibility restrictions may have taken effect preventing non
team swimmers from competing at these events, therefore adversely 
affecting those swimmers' earning potential. 

3. 	 On page 13 of the submission, it is said that collective bargaining is likely 
to result in more appropriate commercial outcomes including the items 
as set out from a) to e). Please outline any specific outcomes that have 
been achieved during the current period that are a result of the collective 
bargaining dialogue (and would not have occurred in the absence of 
collective bargaining). 

The new SALSA has a $150,000 additional appearance funding pool withheld from 
total swimmer payments. This incentivised appearance funding enables SAL to . 
actively engage up to 86 swimmers for more than 6 appearances each per annum. 
At current market rates, this $150k amount would not provide for this number of 
appearances if SAL were negotiating swimmer appearances individually. 

The relationship between SAL and swimmer athletes is not adequately dealt with 
under the SAL Constitution and By-laws as it does not include a grievance 
procedure clause as is contained in the SALSA. 

Code of Conduct and Grievance Procedure are now contained in SAL Team 
Agreement and SALSA, with full disclosure of penalties and ramifications to be 
applied across the board for all for swimmers. This Code is intended to ensure that 
Team members understand their roles and responsibilities in maintaining the 
integrity and outstanding reputation of the sport of swimming within the Australian 
community. The Code is to assist Team members in maintaining their status as 
role models and to deter behaviour that may adversely affect this status. The ASA 
sought this, as previously, team discipline had been very ad hoc and was very 
inconsistent. As a result the swimmers were unaware of what, if anything, might 
happen if they broke a team rule and whether the punishment that was meted out 
would be consistent with those given to other team members. The swimmers 
essentially felt that this was "not fair" and they wanted the system corrected to be 
clear and consistent - irrespective of who they were and who handed down the 
punishment. 

This Code of Conduct is not intended to interfere with a Team member's personal 
or family life and is not intended to apply to activities which are of a private nature 
and which do not impact upon swimming, swimming activities, other team 
members or the reputation of SAL in general. 

ASA, on behalf of its members, attends regular SAL stakeholder forums, where 
presentations are made by Sports Marketing and Management - the commercial . 
marketing arm of SAL, SAL Marketing and all SAL stakeholders. This enables the 
ASA to have input on behalf of its members into SAL marketing and promotional 
initiatives. Given only SAL stakeholders are able to attend these conferences, 
individual swimmers would not have access to the information distributed, issues 
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. discussed and have the ability to be adequately represented within at this 
level, if not for the ASA having the ability to collectively represent the swimmers' 

uses swimmer group extensively in it~ marketing and promotional 
campaigns. would a considerable additional to SAL if they were 
required to individually negotiate swimmer image and appearance right, terms and 
conditions, both fram a financial and resource perspective. As a direct result of 
the collective representation their members, is able budget with 

. to all level swimmers that are of The 
members also fram the collective bargaining in as much as the 
allowances are made for all members by not just for a select group of 
level swimmers. Given Agreement provides for member images to used in 
promotional and marketing campaigns, those whose are not 
perhaps as high as others, are in a better position to build their profiles so that 
they improve their opportunities for further sponsorship or endorsement deals, 

As an member of the Australian Athletes Alliance, the ASA is 
benchmark swimmers' of revenue with other professional sports. This 
player association information, collectively representing over 3000 Australian 
athletes, enables the to on behalf of members directly relative to 
national and international industry standards. 

4. 	 Section 8.4 on page 14 concerns new marketing opportunities as a result 
of collective bargaining. If possible, please provide some specific 

of marketing activity and/or new sponsorship funding that can 
be attributed to collective bargaining during the current period. 

Following establishment of SALSA, new agreements were put in place with 
Australian Unity and Mitsubishi, and the Speedo and deals were extended 
during this period. Australian Unity deal in particular utilised swimmers and 
they as part sponsorship an amount of money to the swimmers who 
showed the best work/life/school balance with their swimming. 

The ASA is conscious of the likely divergent held by which will likely 
the view that the sponsorship was obtained because of SAL's marketing 
department. However, it is the ASA's view that sponsorship was obtainable 
because of the "halo of the collective bargaining and the opportunities that 
this provided to sponsors (for use image etc). ASA was deliberately denied 
access to the strategy of Marketing Management (SMAM) and the 
Marketing Department. The ASA has not permitted know who SAL was 
seeking as sponsors what strategies were for obtaining the. 
sponsorship. However, it is the view the ASA that it is highly likely that SAL 
heavily relied on attractiveness of swimmer appearances use of 
swimmers' as negotiated in the 'in their pitch to potential 
corporate The ASA is not permitted find its own without 
seeking approval from SAL 

The ease of use member images in marketing has been 
streamlined as a initiatives included in SALSA as 
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referred to above and in ASA application's submissions. Examples of ASA 
member images being marketing material are attached. 

5. 	 Section 8.5 on 15 the submission outlines some improvements 
that have been achieved concerning the demands placed on individual 
swimmers with respect to promotional activities and appearances. 
Please provide any evidence that may suggest that such improvements 
could not achieved or would not have been likely in the 
absence of collective bargaining? 

Evidence regarding the previous demands on swimmer athletes is purely 
anecdotal and historical. Again we you to the discussion above with regard 
to the formation of the ASA by its members. Swimmer athletes raised the concern 
with the ASA, and its predecessor, that were undertaking appearances 
constantly at request Prior the SALSA, placed a 
emphasis on the "top 10" swimmers. The ASA was to press that SAL start 
utilising an increased number of swimmers in their group of the sport (for 
example for marketing purposes for Australian Championships) this did 
occur. The effectiveness the ASA's initiatives being advantageous to its 
members and the sport more generally was evident in the advertising for the 
Australian Championships in lead up to the Beijing Games, which had a higher 

of swimmers than had previously been used in past marketing. 

As a result the ASA's inclusion in the SALSA process, swimmers are now able 
make the request to that swimmers undertake specific appearances, 

and are able to confirm with SAL that an appearance they are to make is indeed 
made "under the Agreement". 

Should you wish to I;:)\..ol.!;:);:) any of above, please do not hesitate contact the 
undersigned. 

Yours faithfully 

Whitwell 
Senior Associate 
SLATER & GORDON 
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For Josh Watson, getting onto the podium at the Sydney 
Olympicswas the culmination of your classic "Olympic 
dream". But what came next was a nightmare - a tragic 
tale shared by too many ex-elite athletes unprepared for 

A 
s I LEANT forward to 
accept my Sydney Olympics 
silver medal from the Prime 
tvlinister of Australia, my 
head VIas dizzy, awash with 
emotions. Finally, after 

nearly 20 years of churning up and clown 
swimming pools, I had turned a corner. 
Fi,nally, I couldcaU myself a worthwhile 
human being. 

At that moment, seeing the same medals 
dtaped around the necks of my medley relay 
team-mates, my future looked bright. Surely 
this chest-thumping plide would now burn 
inside me for the rest of my Ilfe, propelling 
me out of bed each morning and through my 
days with a superior confidence "ordinary" 
people will never know .. , I was a champion, 
after all. ,For the decade spent in relentless 
training leading up 10 the Sydney Olympic 
Games, that is precisely how I expected my 
life would unfold. 1am an Olympian -1 can dp 
anything. Wasn't this kind of success at the 
pinnacle of world sport going to be the 
buttressing force that would steel me as a 
person and thrust me into a kind of glo',''1lng 
afterlife of achievement and purpose? 

the "everyday" life ahead of them ... 

'Ely Josh 'Watson 

I'd always been intensely competitive, 
determined to be the best at everything. I 
played many sports as a boy, but in a sense, 
swimming chose me because that's where 
my greatest achievements came. It confused 
me that my sporting ambitions could oe 
thwEned when results were decided by the' 
random bounce of a balL In the water, the 
entire responsibility for my results lay 
solely with me. And as a young age group 
swlmmer I was a winner; I finished off my 
final three years in age group swimming 
by winning four national titles. 

Outwardly, I appeared a supremely 
confident person. But unknown to anyone 
but myself, this vias a charade - my dreadful 
se::ret. Inside, I was consumed by self-doubt, 
berefr of self'confidence and self-esteem, 
The personal validation I acquired thrcugh 
my swimming achievements served only 
as a temporary distraction ftom an internal 
personal war between my inner child 
who was feailess - and the reality .of self
doubt. I absorbed the adulation. the 
accolades, the medals, the records. It fed 
my ego's need for posltive reinforcement. 
At the same time, I coutd never rest en those 

achievements. I was always looking for tJ 
next opportunity to do something great. 
win. To beat someone. 

] made my first Australian team in 199J 
for the World Short Course Championsh 
in Sweden. The next three years were 
Undoubtedly my most successful. In 199' 
won CommonweElfh Games gold arid sil 
In 1999 Ibecame Australia's first male 
backstroke world champion. And at the 
Sydney 2000 Olympic Games rplaced 
fourth in the 100m·backstroke ano. won a 
silver medal in the 4xlOOm medley relay 

The Sydney Olympics waJ> a roilercoas 
.of emotions, I remember throwing up. in 
wai:mdown pdol after swimming a great 
next 10 Lenny Krayzelbur9 in the 100m 
backstroke.] put this down iO a release c 
emotion - the relief that I'd ceme througt 
my heat in good shape. Matt Welsh camE 
over to me and asked jf I was alright, but 
dared not give my competitor an edge 
so 1 came up with the excuse that I'd 
swallowed some water. It was incredtbly 
disappointing iO know that if I'd produce' 
my best time in the final I would've won, 
individual bronze medal. But in part the 



relay silver made up for that. 
The party life after competition Vias 

unbelievable. This was what it felt like 10 be 
on top of the world. We became nocturnal. 
We socialised with other sportspeople, 
actors and musicians from all over the 
world, but VoTE were the stars. V'lhen we 
finally drove. away from the. village, and 1 
saw the 'cauldron flame flickering for the last 
time, tears filled my eyes. I didn't want to 
aCcept that my Olympic experience was 
o.v.er. This was like a drug -I wanted more. 

On. that score, I was optimistic: I kne-..v tha. 
most backstrokers peaked in their mid-to
late 205, and I was just 23. Bui for the next 
four years my times and results plateaued. 
I was still making teams and finals at major 
competitions, but improvements were hard 
to come by. After the 2004 Athens Games I 
decided to have some time off - I'd try to live 
a normal life. It didn't la51long: I always knew 
[would come back to swimming because I 
knew the urqe to prove rnyselfwas still too 
strong to suppress. But after an unsuccessful 
lilt at a third Olympic Games, [ retired from 
llJe sport in June 200B, 

I
'N MY NEW LIFE as a retired champion, 
I now had freedom. And time! This gave 
me choices, I could now plan my 
wedding to my fiancee, Lara. That kept 

me busy: we were married in October 200B. 
Two months later, our marriage was in 

serious trouble. Lara spent Cbris'trnas with 
her family in Rockhampton - something she 
hadn't done in ten ye~. Alone,.1 had nothing 
to distract me.- I became obsessed with 
thoughts of what my life had become. I was 
lost, unworthy, a failure. I c~ed1ted my 
deficiencies with my partner, as a person 
and also in~unelationship, How could I 
have been the problem? 

I began gambling. My god, it makes me 
sick to thfnk o[ the amount ofmoney I blew 
trying to recreate the thrill of competition, I 
had dabbled as an aLhlele t6 keep my mind 
active, purely to fill in time between training 
sessions or as a distraction from pressure. 
Now 1began to gamble ioolishly, firs t on 
poker machines, then horse raCing, 
sometimes the casino ... Always my mind 
would justify mY 'pc!ior,s: I'm not addicted. 
The gambling is just a result ofnol having 
anything else /0 do. 

I Vias right: I didn't have anything else to 
do, and I didri't know what else I wanted to 
do; or even whal I was capable of doing. So I 

I WAS LOST,

UNWORTHY, 

A FAILURE. 


gambled. If I had a win, I would congratulate 
myself on the resulls. When I lost, inevitably, 
I would berate myseli at the dumb decision r 
had just made and promise to myaelf never 
to do it again. Bul when the next oPportuniri' 
came up, I'd break lhat promise. 

There's nO doubt I was suffering from 
depression, but I simply could!)'t recognise 
it, and wouldn't have accepted it if I did. In 
what I suspect was some attempt to regain 
some semblance of self-co."1fidence, I 
resorted to pOring over online dating sites 
io see who I could contact who might deliver· 
what I thought I was missing, For hours at a 
tune I'd scroll through the pages looking 
for' attractive women; rd then attempl to 
convince myselithat I could have them, and 

that they would want to be with me. The 

.tbllg that stopped me from making cont 

was a promise I had made to Lara, my M 

and myself that I wouldn'l go down' the s 

path my father did and have an affair. 

This bebaviour made no sense.When 
decided that I wanted 10 spend the rest ( 
my life v/ith Lara, I felt a warmth and sec 
I'd.never known. Now my actions totally 
contradicted my emotions and feelings. 
shake my head in disgust as I write this: 
caught 'me out time and time again, but i 
some convoluted way I even came to jus 
.to myseU that I was doIng nothing wron£ 
beti\llse I hadn't made contact with any 
these women, my behaviour, whilst 
unacc,eplable, wasn't catastrophic, wasr. 
unfaithful. All the while I kept up the chao 
to my family and friendS: Lara ,,;as the is; 
natm~. 

We'd soon separate. By this stage I die 
recognise the person I'd become. And I 
devastated the person I'd told I wanted t, 
spend the rest ofmy life with. .Finaliy, [ s· 
down with my falT'ily and let them have t 
say with me. I needed to hear it. Mum w; 
brutal. She never had to say much, but tl 
time it was the way she said it: "How cou 
you treat this beautiful woman so poorly 
What were you thinking?" The truth wa! 
ibat 1 wasn't thinking. I had no choice hu
to admit to myself what I'd been doing al 
how destructive it had been. Over the n< 
few days I hit rock bottom, 

A
ROUND THAT TIME last yea 
found myself listening to ABC 
radio as m6.SIercoach (and rn 
commentator) Warren Ryan 

interviewed rugby league great Shane 
Webcke about the difficulties Webcke h 
faced after his retirement from the gamE 



lilS stunned. Everything Webcke said 
3lated 10 me. Here was the toughest guy in 
ugby league candidly expressing how he 
~lt his life had deflated almost as soon a& he 
~ft the.sport. 
Maybe I wasrrt alone in my self-destructive 

)ehaviour? rcontaC1ed players' aSSociations, 
ports bodies and universities, looking [or 
,'ny slUdiesor insights into the lives of elite 
,thleles once they had departed !heir sports. 
U best, wh<lt J found was flimsy. J decided to 
10 my own rese~h. 
1org~nised small groups of elite athletes 

. fr iends mainly - to meetfor focusgroup
;tyle intemews. Jdeveloped a survey that I 
listributed to a database of athletes. I had a 
ist of athletes who'd excelled in 'swimming, 
Jasketball, rugby league, AFL, netball, 
lockey, surfmg, tennis and other sports . The 
~uestions J asked them were the questions 
.'d been askingmyseir. The resuJts.were 
;taggering ... 

Depression? Seventy-seven perceni of 
:espondent s said they believed they had 
;uffered depression in retirement , A 
significant number rated their depressIon 
;IS "severe". 

Progr<lms or services offered to help 
athletes in transition to lite <lner sport? 
Seventy-eight percent said they didn'i 
actively pursue the services and programs 
of their relevant sporting administrations. 
Athletes ;ar~ either not aware 'oiwhat's ahead 
of them or aren't interested in thinking about 
it while they're competing. 

Ninety per cent of athletes stated that they 
still held a desire to achieve; it would appear 
that the personal requirement to achieve 
doesn't diminish when elite cOl!lpetilion 
ceases. Ninety-four percent believed their 
sporting administration had a duty oi care to 
ensure the athlete has a .successful transition 
[rom sport, but 97 percent said their relevant 
sp9Tting adIninistraticin played litlle or no 
aC1ive role whatsoever in terms of their 
tr<U1sition. One Olympicgold-medallist 
stated: "When it's over, It's over and it 
happens in the blink of an eye. One day you 
have value and the next you're forgotten. My 
national sporling administration wasn't 
interested in my wellare because ihey knew 
the next star was justarOlmd ·the corner." 

I knOVI I received a,bsolutely no assistance 
from my national sporting body after my 
retirement. 'JI.'hen 1didn't turn up at tile next 
meet , there was no phone call, no interest. 
This didn't surprise me at all, really. 
Swimming Australia'S idea of transition 
.assistance is to continue your funding fbr 
just one extra quarter - three months. In my 
case that amounted to $3500. It still feels like 
I h.ave the imprint of Swimming Australia's 
foot on my butt as I walked out the door. 

I do recall having a two-hour consuUation 
with an Athlete Career and Education (ACE) 
adviser: it was expected that during this ' 
lime al! would be.revealed about my post
sporting career options. ] trained .at Kingscliff 
in far-norihern NSW, ten hours' drive from 
the ACE hub for NSW Institute of Sport 
athletes, but as far as ACE was concerned, I 
may as well have beenliviJ:lg in New 

Zealand: .D,thletes living in regional .areas 
s~if~r' lnQsi by not having access to ACE like 
meinjpoliian othletes do. Though, in their 

. defence, the prog'ram is drastically 
underfunded, as athlete-to-adviser ratios 
run somewhere around 400-to.-one. 

But my Mum's honesty - and ber 
disappointment - touched someth.ing in me. 
[had to be brutally honest with myself. No 
more bullshit, t:\0 more procrastination; I.hed 
to make myself seethe absolute truth in my 
situa1ion. The truth was I despised who I 
was, ali because J knew that the person I'd 
become arid the person I'm capable qfbeing 
were worlds apart. 

I qecided I needed to make just one sound 
decision in my life. Just one. I decided I would 
eliminate any distraCtions that wquld feed my 

proclastination: television. the c.omputer, 
video games .. . They were o[f the agenda. I 
then tried to keep making one goo.d de.cision 
after the ne>:t in the hope Ihat J if did that for 
long enough for it might become a habiL 

Istaned to plan my life. Where did I Vlant to 
be? For 25 yearsI'd had a purpose, an outlet 
to showcase all of my aUributes that fed my 
need to get the best out of TJiyseU. How could 
I regain that sense' of seli-worth in this next 
phase in my !ife? 

I
T'S MY HOPE Iharthis article will 
provoke some honest reijection and 
provic:e some kind of comrort to retired 
athletes. A picture has formed in my 

mind how I might assiS1 athletes in transition. 
(With same help, of course) I'm working to 
develop a program that raises the awareness 
of preparing sensibly for life after sport, 
inspires athletes to gain professionar and 
practical s..1cills and assists them in making 
informed decisions about their future. 

In the past 12 months I've created an 
Olympic-sized dream. Yes, it's somewhat 
ironic that my need for achievement is befng 
met by my passion 'to help other athletes with 
the same problems! But hopefully I can now 
use my experience and knowledge, and the 
story of my own humiliation, to help others. _ 
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